
Brussels, 12 February 2016

COST 026/16

DECISION

Subject: Memorandum of Understanding for the implementation of the COST Action
“Fractional-order systems; analysis, synthesis and their importance for future
design” (FRACTAL) CA15225

The COST Member Countries and/or the COST Cooperating State will find attached the Memorandum of
Understanding for the COST Action Fractional-order systems; analysis, synthesis and their importance for
future design approved by the Committee of Senior Officials through written procedure on 12 February
2016.



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

For the implementation of a COST Action designated as

COST Action CA15225
FRACTIONAL-ORDER SYSTEMS; ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE FOR FUTURE

DESIGN (FRACTAL)

The COST Member Countries and/or the COST Cooperating State, accepting the present Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) wish to undertake joint activities of mutual interest and declare their common
intention to participate in the COST Action (the Action), referred to above and described in the Technical
Annex of this MoU.

The Action will be carried out in accordance with the set of COST Implementation Rules approved by the
Committee of Senior Officials (CSO), or any new document amending or replacing them:

a.  “Rules for Participation in and Implementation of COST Activities” (COST 132/14);
b.  “COST Action Proposal Submission, Evaluation, Selection and Approval” (COST 133/14);
c.  “COST Action Management, Monitoring and Final Assessment” (COST 134/14);
d.  “COST International Cooperation and Specific Organisations Participation” (COST 135/14).

The main aim and objective of the Action is to drive the European research and development in the field of
description and implementation of fractional order systems in emerging fields of engineering and biomedical
science, by overcoming the lack of common design and performance evaluation methods oriented on
integer-order systems. This will be achieved through the specific objectives detailed in the Technical Annex.

The economic dimension of the activities carried out under the Action has been estimated, on the basis of
information available during the planning of the Action, at EUR 68 million in 2015.

The MoU will enter into force once at least five (5) COST Member Countries and/or COST Cooperating
State have accepted it, and the corresponding Management Committee Members have been appointed, as
described in the CSO Decision COST 134/14.

The COST Action will start from the date of the first Management Committee meeting and shall be
implemented for a period of four (4) years, unless an extension is approved by the CSO following the
procedure described in the CSO Decision COST 134/14.
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TECHNICAL ANNEX
OVERVIEW

Summary
Fractional-order systems have lately been attracting significant attention and gaining more acceptance as
generalization to classical integer-order systems. Mathematical basics of fractional-order calculus were laid
nearly 300 years ago and since that it has gained deeply rooted mathematical concepts. Today, it is known
that many real dynamic systems cannot be described by a system of simple differential equation or of
integer-order system. In practice we can encounter such systems in electronics, signal processing,
thermodynamics, biology, medicine, control theory, etc. The Action will favour scientific advancement in
above mentioned areas by coordinating activities of academic research groups towards an efficient
deployment of fractal theory to industry applications. The cooperation of researchers from different
institutions will guarantee wide visibility of Action results.

Areas of Expertise Relevant for the Action
● Electrical engineering, electronic engineering, Information
engineering: Signal processing, 1-D and multidimensional
signal processing, compression, signal acquisition
● Electrical engineering, electronic engineering, Information
engineering: Simulation engineering and modelling
● Mathematics: Theoretical aspects of partial differential
equations
● Health Sciences: Applied mathematics, statistics, non-
computational modeling for health sciences

Keywords
● Fractional calculus, modelling and
approximation
● Fractional-order elements,
analogue/digital blocks
● Optimal control
● FO systems in biomedicine

Specific Objectives
To achieve the main objective described in this MoU, the following specific objectives shall be
accomplished:

Research Coordination
● Define optimization steps leading to efficient implementation of fractional-order systems
● Improve characteristics of fractional-order controllers that can be employed in different industrial loops or
in electro-mechanical systems
● Develop tools to define dynamic simulation models, control schemes and algorithms
● Design and implement fractional-order controllers for industrial processes
● Design and characterize new fractional-order elements using prospective technologies in order to obtain
robust and commercial devices
● Utilize fractional-order adjustment rule to model reference adaptive control in engineering applications
● Implement fractional-order digital/analogue function blocks especially in medical signal processing
● Utilize fractional-order models and systems in bioengineering and biomedical applications
● Characterize preservation properties of non-integer order control and dynamical systems under
discretization

Capacity Building
● Establishment of European-wide scientific and technology knowledge platform in order to instigate
interdisciplinary interaction for the development of innovative fractional-order systems
● Bridging separate research fields and disciplines to present interdisciplinary approach to scientific
research and foster multidisciplinary breakthroughs
● Ensure Early Career Investigators to participate in the Action within dedicated dissemination and
formation activities such as workshops or STSMs and give them the best possible return in terms of
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scientific knowledge, research direction and coordination skills
● Increase the gender balance in terms of researchers involved in Action activities, both in terms of
technical and scientific contribution as well as of research direction and Action governance
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